Attachment A:
Rules for Contractors:

1- When opening a site, you must “board” the ground to protect the adjacent sites and property from damage.

2- You must return any and all landscaping to its original appearance. This includes re-seeding in the Spring due to Winter burials.

3- If the Season or weather is an impediment, it must be done as soon as the conditions allow.

4- The Contractor is responsible for removal of plants and /or flowers when the repair and fill is done or within 2 weeks, whichever is sooner.

5- Please report any damage to any monuments to the Cemetery Commission and/or to the Town Hall Secretaries Office.

6- The decision to delay the opening due to weather conditions or any other reasonable situation is between the Contractor and the Burial Company.

7- In snow or extreme icy conditions, the Town will do its best to accommodate the plowing or salting of the driveways for a burial. However, the primary duty of Town personnel is to attend to the Town roads first. From time to time, there could be a cause for delay and this should be up to the Burial Company to coordinate and plan for with the family. Safety for all is the primary goal.

8- Due to Liability, the open grave must be covered (secured) with boards while open and unattended.
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